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When a magnetic field B prevents the orbital axis l from lining up with + B (in the dipole-

locking regime), persistent-current states in superfluid He-A are characterized by two quantum
numbers n and n, . These states can decay via two new phase-transfer mechanisms by which

n„+n, changes by multiples of 2, keeping rl + n, constant. Intricate effects due to the presence
of surfaces are analyzed. With modifications, the present analysis can also be applied to the
zero-field case. Most useful conclusions are obtained in the helical-texture regime, and in a

metastable situation with I locked in opposite directions on two parallel walls.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a new

mechanism, which I named "phase transfer", for the
decay of persistent currents in the 3 phase of super-
fluid He, in wide channels and in the presence of a

sufficiently strong magnetic field. This new mechan-
ism is a generalization of the well-known concept of
phase slip' to a superfluid whose order parameter is
characterized by two or more independent phases,
and refers in general to the notion of a simultaneous
slippage of two or more phases under one or more
constraints among them. Apparently the only clearly
applicable system of this mechanism discovered to
date is superfluid 'He-A in wide channels (so that the
spin axis d and the orbital axis t are locked in the
same direction by the dipole interaction), and in the
presence of a sufficiently strong magnetic field B (so
that d, and therefore I, are prevented from lining up
with + B at equilibrium). In such a case it is deduced
here that the order parameter is characterized by two
i'ndependent phases S~ and S~, and that there are two

types of phase transfer, corresponding to the simul-
taneous shppage of Si and S2, by 27r(An) and
+2m(An), respectively, (where An =+1, +2, etc.),
so that Si + S2 remains "unslipped" (i.e., obeying the
original quantization condition).

Below we first review the main features of the
phase-slip mechanism in order to reveal a parallelism
between the topological reasonings, with which the
phase-slip and the phase-transfer mechanisms are de-
duced.

For the present purpose, all one-phase superfluids,
such as 4He, all (s-wave-pairing) superconductors, and
even He-B, may be regarded as characterized by a

complex scalar order parameter Q =f exp(imp). Such
a system ensures a maximum gain in condensation
energy by having f =fo (the equilibrium value), but
it is degenerate with respect to 4. The order-param-
eter-degeneracy (OPD) space'3 is therefore a circle
S' in the complex P plane of radius fo, centered at
origin. Prescribing a continuous and single-valued
order-parameter distribution on a closed curve I in a

superfluid channel corresponds to a continuous map-
ping of I into S, which is obviously characterized by
a topologically invariant winding number n =0, +1,
+2, etc. The value of n must be common to the
whole set (I'} of all I"s which are continuously de-
formable into each other without leaving the super-
fluid channel, and clearly n WO only for those }I }

whose members do not include a single point (as the
limit of a small loop). Such a (I'} exists only in a

multiply-connected channel; the resulting n &0
states in such a channel are then the metastable
persistent-current states of the superfluid.

The winding number n can change, and therefore
the persistent current can decay, only by reducing
some of the winding loops to points, without break-
ing the continuity of the mapping. In doing so the
image of I must move into the region with f ( f'0,
where there is a condensation energy hill. To discuss
such a process, the definition of n must be general-
ized to mappings not confined to S'

which is usually called the circulation quantum
number, because V C is proportional to the super-
fluid velocity u, . Since ip is ill defined only whe-n

f =0, Eq. (1) implies that n can change by
An (= +1, +2, etc.) on a I', when and only when a

loop in the image of I passes through the origin of
the complex Q plane, corresponding to f evolving to
the value zero at one point on I . The phase 4 can
then "slip" by (2') An there, before f resumes a non-
vanishing value, while the mapping remains a con-
tinuous one all the time.

In order for the same phase slip to occur on all
members of a set (I }, either of two possibilities must
occur: In very thin channels, f can vanish on a
whole surface cr whose boundary must enclose all
members of (I"},thus creating what is now known as
a phase-slip center. The region where f A fo must
be localized on both sides of o- on energetic ground.
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For channels that are large at least in one dimension
perpendicular to the persistent currents (henceforth,
called wide channels), it is energetically too costly to
create a phase-slip center. Instead, it is only neces-
sary for f to vanish on a single curve y, if only this y
will move and sweep a whole surface o- as defined
above, thus allowing the same phase slip to occur on
all members of {I'},albeit not all at the same time.
In order to achieve this, the curve y must divide the
imaginative surface a- into two parts cr~ and 0.2, so

that the integral (2') '
tl) r V 4 d r can take the

value n if I" = I ~, which passes through cr~ once, and
not through o-2, while the same integral can take the
value n —4n if I =I 2, which passes through 0.

2

once, and not through o-~. As y moves so that o-2

grows from a null set to the whole o-, the circulation
quantum number then changes from n to n —An.

Clearly y is characterized by a quantization condition

external magnetic field must rely on the bending en-

ergy to stabilize itself and be barely stable under suit-
able conditions only (on temperature, channel width,
etc.).'

The situation is different when a magnetic field B
is applied. If the dipole locking is perfectly effective
and the field B is very strong, the orbital axis I must
lie perpendicular to B. The OPD space becomes
S' x S', whose fundamental homotopy group is
Z x Z, where Z is the set of integers. 6 (See also Fig.
1.) Persistent currents can therefore exist and are
characterized by two integers. Actually the condition
may be relaxed somewhat. The magnetic field need
only be so strong, and the dipole locking so effective,
as to prevent I from lining up with + B at any equili-
brium or steady states; then persistent currents can
already exist, and are still characterized by two quan-
tum numbers n2 and n„asdefined below.

In P3 the equations I II +8 correspond to the polar

(2 sr) ' )) '7 4 d r = 5n (2)

where the integration path is any closed path encir-
cling y in a direction so that it is topologically
equivalent to tracing I ~ in the forward direction, fol-
io~ed by tracing I"2 in the backward direction. Two
possibilities still exist for the curve y. It may end on
the boundary (or boundaries) of o., or form a closed
loop. The corresponding entities have been known as
a vortex line and a vortex ring, respectively, and the
process as vortex flow (or flux-flow in the supercon-
ductivity literature).

%e are now ready to show that a generalization of
the above analysis can apply to 3He-A under the con-
ditions specified, if the condition f =0 is replaced by
two possible conditions cosX =+1, leading to the two

types of phase transfer mentioned in the introduc-
tion.

The pair-wave-function order-parameter of 'He-A
has an orbital part in the form 50(m +i n ) k, 4

where m j n are two unit vectors with I = m x n, and
k denotes the relative momentum vector of the pairs
normalized to unit length. The spin part is sup-
pressed here since the assumption of dipole locking
leaves no extra degrees of freedom in the spin space.
The system is degenerate with respect to the choice
of the triad (rn, n, l ), which may always be obtained
from a reference triad (x,y, z) by a rotation about an
axis of polar angles (8, $) by an angle r n (where
0 ( r ( 1). The OPD space [i.e., the collection of all

(r, 8, $)] is therefore represented by a solid sphere of
unit radius with its antipodal boundary points identi-
fied, which in topology is called the three-
dimensional projective space P3 (cf, Fig. 1)." As.

shown in Refs. 2 and 3, a closed space curve I can
only be mapped into P3 in two topologically distinct
classes —those with images topologically equivalent to
a point and a diameter, respectively, This explains
why persistent currents in 'He-A in the absence of an

C'

FIG. 1. Order-parameter-degeneracy space of He-A is

the three-dimensional projective space P3, represented by a

solid sphere with its antipodal boundary points identified.
(e.g, , A' with A, 8' with B, etc.) A point of polar represen-
tation (r, 8, $) in this space, with I « I, corresponds to a ro-
tation about (8, @) by ra. , which acts upon the triad (x,y, z )
to give a possible orientation of the triad ( m, n, l ). Thus the
polar diameter corresponds to l =z. The equator, l = —z. A

curve connecting F, J, and F' corresponds to l =x. The sur-
face of revolution generated by rotating the l =x curve
about z corresponds to the condition lx z, and becomes the
order-parameter-degeneracy space of He-3 in the presence3

of a very large magnetic field in the dipole-locking regime.
This is the hour-glass-shaped surface connecting the circles
EFDG, HIJK and E'F'D'G'. It has the topology of a torus
(i.e., S & S'), after realizing the identification of EFDG and
E'F'D'G'.
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diameter and the equator, respectively, after choosing
z and the polar axis of P3 to be along B. It is then
important to realize that both the polar diameter and
any semicircle on the equator are closedinterior
curves of P3, thanks to the identification of antipodal
boundary points. With neighborhoods of these
curves as forbidden zones, a mapping of I is clearly
now characterized by two independent winding
numbers. Referring to Fig. 1, we anticipate later
need and define a ~inding around the polar diameter
as positive if it is topologically equivalent to the
closed curve HIJK On the other hand, a winding
around the equator is positive if it is topologically
equivalent to the closed curve EHD'(=D) JE'(=E).
These two winding numbers can still be both integers
or both half odd integers, with the latter case
corresponding to mappings with images starting and
ending on the two identified antipodal. boundary
points of P3 (e.g. , a curve connecting E'IE in Fig. 1

is equivalent to E'O'O'HE, or E'JDFE, or
D'F'E'JD). We therefore define these winding
numbers as —,(n„+n, ), respectively [i.e. , with (+)
sign for winding around the equator], so that n, and
n, can only take arbitrary integer values. To give a
more useful definition for n„and n„asEq. (1) is for
n, we turn to the following representation for the
order parameter which is recently employed by
Tsuneto et al. '.

However, it is more convenient here to let S~ 2 be
unrestricted, like 4 is treated for a one-phase super-
fluid. At equilibrium, sinX ~0 and cosX A +1. Then
requiring m +i n to be single valued and continuous
on a closed curve 1 immediately leads to the follow-
ing quantization conditions:

f

n =(2rr) '
J 'VS& dr

n& = (2m) ' J) '7 S2 d rr

That this definition agrees with the previous one can
be verified by considering the result of continuously
reducing X to 0 or m, which does not change the
winding number around the equator or the polar di-
ameter, respectively: As the limit X 0 is taken,
l z, S~+S2 becomes the only meaningful phase,
which advances by 2'(n„+n&~ as 1' is traced. This
corresponds to the winding of m and n about I = z by

(n, —+n, ) turns in the right-handed sense. The
curve y must therefore have been mapped onto
COC' of Fig. 1 n + n, times, corresponding to wind-

ing around the equator
2

(n + n, ) times in the sense

defined before, Similarly, as the limit X m is taken,
f z, SI —S2 becomes the only meaningful phase,
which advances by 2rr(n„—n, ) as 1' is traced. This
corresponds to the winding of m and n about l = —z

m +i n =A+ +A +Aoz
x+iy x —i y

2 2

A+ =+(1/J2)(1 +cosX) exp[i(S& + S2)t

Ao = sinX exp(iSt)

(3)

Note that S~ is the overall phase, while 2S2 stands for
the relative phase between the
+(x +i y) k ~ —Yt +t(k) components of the pair
wave function. The phase of the z k ~ Y~ 0(k )
component is then fixed by the conditions
m 2 = n '„m n =0, which are equivalent to
23+A = —Ao, indicating that there are only two in-
dependent phases in the present situation. (The vari-
able X is not phase-like since it must satisfy
0 & X & rr for an equilibrium or steady state. ) Note
also that under the restrictions 0 & X ( m,
0 & St, Sq & 2n, the variables (S2, X,S~) are just one
definition of the Euler angles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Thus, it follows from Eq. (3) or Fig. 2 that

m =cosS&p —sinS~q, ri =sinS~p+cosS&q, (4a)

~here

and

p = cos X(cosS2x —sin Szy ) + sin X z

q = sinS2x +cosS2y,

Jh

l = —sin X cosS2x + sin X sin S2y +cos X z (4b)

FIG. 2. Variables ($2, X,S&), introduced in Eq. (3) for
describing the orientation of the triad (m, n, l ), may be un-
derstood as an alternative definition for the Euler angles:
The triad (m, n, l ) are obtained from the reference triad
(x, P, z ) by three consecutive rotations, namely, first a rota-
tion about the z axis by —S2, then followed by a rotation
about the new y (i.e., iI ) axis by —X, and finally followed by
a rotation about the new z (i.e., I) axis by —S~.
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by (—n„--n, ) turns in the right-handed sense. The
curve I must therefore have been mapped onto
B'AB n —n, times, corresponding to winding around
the polar diameter —,(n„—n, ) times in the sense de-

fined before.
We suggest calling n and n, the winding and tum-

bling quantum numbers, because if only n„~0, m

and n would wind around —l right handedly as I is
traced, whereas if only n, &0, lq [—= I —(l z) z }
would tumble around —z right handedly as I" is
traced. (Note that

( lq ( may vary along I, but it nev-
er vanishes to make the tumbling number ambigu-
ous. ) When both n„and n, are not equal to zero, the
image of I in P3 is a closed helix which simultane-
ously winds around the equator and the polar diameter

by T~(n + n, ) times.

The most important point to realize from Eq. (3)
now is that Si + Sq is i(I defined -when and only when

cosX = +1, i.e. , X = m or 0, and that for no value of
X are both S~ and S~ ill-defined at the same time.
(This may also be seen readily from the Euler-angle
interpretation given in Fig. 2.) Thus in order to
change n„and n, without reducing Ao to zero any-
where, it is necessary to have a simultaneous slip of
Si by 2rr(hn), and of Sq by +2rr(hn), where
hn = +1, +2, etc. , at a point on I ~here X

evolves to the value n. or 0, corresponding to the im-

age of I cutting through the equator or the polar di-
ameter, respectively. Then n„+n, would change by
2hn, with n + n, kept unchanged. This is the two

types of phase transfer mentioned in the introduc-
tion. Clearly, both types must be employed in order
to change n and n, independently.

Since X = m or 0 corresponds to l I I + B, respective-
ly, we shall call the corresponding types of phase
transfer the A (antiparallel)-type and the P
(parallel) -type respectively.

The He-A channel under the conditions specified
corresponds to the wide-channel limit as defined pre-
viously, because the assumption of dipole locking re-
quires the channel width W » $D = 10 ' cm (the di-

pole characteristic length). 4 Thus in order for the
same phase transfer to occur on all members of a set
(I }, X must take the value 7r or 0 on a curve y which
must then move to sweep a ~hole surface o- in much
the same way that vortex flow takes place in a one-
phase superfluid. Again the curve y must either end
on the surface of the channel, or form a closed loop.
It is not difficult to see that the line case is related,
but not identical, to the coreless vortex-line texture
as introduced by Anderson and Toulouse; while the
ring case is related, but not identical, to a particle-like
soliton as envisaged by Volovik and Mineev, which
may also be viewed as a coreless vortex ring tex-
ture, ' since the line and ring here must each be
made of two types: The A-type is characterized by an
axis y where X = a, l IIB, and the quantization

condition

(2m) ' J)'7S, dr=(2m)-' Jf'7S dr=An, (6)

~hereas the P-type is characterized by an axis y
where X =0, l II B, and the quantization condition

(2m) '&~ '7Si dr= —(2rr) ' JfVSq dr=An . (7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), hn and the integration path are
defined in exactly the same way as those used in Eq.
(2). Based on Eqs. (6) and (7), we note that the
vortex line texture introduced here actually appears
more like a Mermin —Ho texture, " rather than an
Anderson —Toulouse texture, especially if 4n =1,
and the texture axis is parallel to B. This is particu-
larly true if one disregards the far region, where the
distance from the axis p is comparable with or larger
than W, L/n, or L/n„with L denoting the length of
the channel along the flow. (In this far region the
vortex texture must distort itself to fit into the back-
ground texture, ) In the region p » gD, the I vector
must lie nearly perpendicular to B, and rotate around
B by 2mhn, when a full circle around and perpendic-
ular to the axis y is traversed. Thus unless An =1
and the texture axis is parallel to B, the texture cannot
have cylindrical symmetry, even after the far region
is disregarded. On the other hand, for a vortex ring
texture with ring radius a « W, L/n„, and L/n„
the space around the ring texture is mapped into only
one half of the four-dimensional-sphere representa-
tion of P3 (defined by one sign of I z), rather than
the full sphere as for the case of a Volovik —Mineev
soliton. The ring texture can not have cylindrical
symmetry, for whatever orientation of B and the ring
axis, since on the axial circle of the ring, l II + B,
while for a « r « (W L/n„and L/n, ), I must be
nearly perpendicular to B and must vary only in a
general direction perpendicular to the ring. Thus the
ring texture introduced here must appear rather dif-
ferent from those envisioned by Fujita et al. ,

' and
depends strongly on the relative orientation of the
ring and the applied field B.

It should be noted also that a state (n„,n, ) can only
be changed to the (n„—nq —ne, n, —nq + ne) states
by the combined use of the two types of phase
transfer, where n~ and np are arbitrary integers,
corresponding to the effective numbers of A and P
types of single-quantized (An =1) coreless vortex
textures employed. Thus the (+1,0) and (0, +I)
states must decay to the (0,0) state via the usual
phase-slip mechanism only, i.e., by the motion of
usual vortex lines or rings with singular cores. In
Fig. 3, we have conjectured the most likely decay
paths for a number of initial states.

The energy required to create a coreless vortex tex-
ture of either type can be easily estimated. In a
strong magnetic field, when the lateral dimension of
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FIG. 3. Conjecture of most likely decay paths for a
number of initial states of various n and n, . Note that
some initial states (A and B) employ purely P-type vortex
textures for the initial decay, while some other initial states
(Pand D) employ purely A-type vortex textures for the
same purpose; but toward the end there seems to be a de-
generacy (or near degeneracy) in the choice of paths. Note
also that states with odd n„+n, can never reach the origin

by phase-transfer processes only.

the texture is —gD, it is of the order

gD $02 II & 10 "(I—T/T, ) erg

where

gD =10 '(1 —T/T, ) erg/cm3

is the dipole energy density, and 8' & 10 cm is the
typical width of the channel. At weaker fields both
gn and gD must be replaced by a smaller g~ (the
magnetic energy density) and a larger (II (the mag-
netic characteristic length), " but the energy estimate
remains the same. The thermal energy kT in the mil-
likelvin range is of the order 10 ' erg, so thermal
fluctuation can cause a rapid decay of n and n, only
for I —T/T, & 10 '. The energy estimated in Eq. (g)
is of the same order as a singular vortex line; the ac-
tual difference being in numerical coefficients and
logarithmic factors not included in the present crude
estimation. "

We now consider the, effect of a plane boundary on
the phase-transfer processes, If the boundary surface
is perpendicular to the 8 field, then X = m or 0 on the
surface, which is therefore also classified into A- and
P-types. 4 If an A-type cor.eless vortex line ends on a
P-type surface (or vice versa), a surface point singu-
larity named boojum" must clearly appear [see Fig.
4(a)]. In this case theref'ore, the motion of a boojum
is not an independent decay mechanism for the per-

FIG. 4. (a) When a boundary surface is oriented perpen-
dicular to the applied field 8, the surface may be classified
as P-type, if I II 8 on this surface; or A-type, if l II —8 on this
surface. A boojum must then be created if an A-type vortex
texture ends on a P-type surface, as shown. Same is true if
A and P are interchanged. (b) When a boundary surface is
oriented parallel to the applied field 8, then the axis of any
coreless vortex texture must end on this surface at the tip of
wedge-shaped regions of opposite I N where N denotes the
surface normal. (Only one wedge-shaped region is shown in

the figure, corresponding to the case when the coreless vor-
tex texture is singly quantized, i.e., with An =1.) Each
wedge-shaped region is separated from the rest of the sur-
face by two singular line borders of ill-defined I, which must
cost large condensation energy to create.

sistent current, but is merely the necessary end confi-
gurature of the wrong type of coreless vortex tex-
tures, for that surface. For a P-type surface, on
which only the combination n +n, is a meaningful
quantum number, the combination changes when the
.same combination in the bulk changes, by the motion
of an A-type coreless vortex texture. When a P-type
vortex texture, which can end on a P-type surface
without creating a surface singularity, moves?o alter
the n —n, combination in the bulk, it leaves the sur-
face quantization conditon unaffected.

Next we consider a boundary surface oriented
parallel to B, say perpendicular to the x axis. (The
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current can still flow along any direction in the y-z
1

plane. ) Then on the surface X = , v—r, and Sz =p7r,
corresponding to I .x = (—I)~+', where p =0, +I,
+2, etc. To require a nonsingular texture in the
bulk, an n, ~ 0 state must be accompanied by alter-
nate surface regions of opposite l x, separated by
borders' which must intersect with every path I con-
fined on the surface. The total number of such sur-
face regions must be 2n, . If an isolated coreless vor-
tex line ends on such a surface, the end point must
be the tip of wedge shaped regions on the surface
with opposite l x, since the motion of such a texture
changes n, [see Fig. 4(b) j. As surface disgyration
lines probably cost large condensation energy to
create, we conjecture that a general state with
[n [ & )n, [, n n, )0, for example, would probably
first employ only the A-type vortex textures to step
down to the (n„—n„0)state. (If the starting state
has [n„[& ~n, ~, n„n, & 0, only P-type would be em-
ployed to reduce n, to zero. ) After that if the new n„
is still ~0, then the system would employ pairs of
single-quantized A and P types of vortex textures
maintained at equilibrium distances, determined by
balancing the bulk bending energy (which causes the
A Ptypes to-repel each other), and. the surface bord-
er energy (which makes the A Ptypes attract -each
other). The later energy arises because the axes of
the A-P pairs of vortex textures must end on the sur- .

face at the two tips of a mouth-shaped island" of op-
posite l x, bordered by two disgyration lines which
must cost energy to form. Any I in the bulk, there-
fore, is predicted to quickly pass through the n, = +1
states for the shortest possible duration allowed by
energy considerations, for each reduction of 2 in

(n ). (If the initial state has ~n, ~
& [n„~,it can follow

the decay paths depicted in Fig. 3 without ever in-
creasing its ~n, ~. Then this last consideration does
not apply. ) If a vortex ring is employed to change n„
it must eventually grow so big as to lay a section of
its axis on the surface. This line segment must then
mark the appearance or disappearance of an area of
opposite I x on the surface. An ~n, ~

increasing ring,
after growing so big as to have created a mouth-
shaped island on the surface, must slow down its
growth, until another ~n, ~

decreasing ring grows so
big as to split the island into two. The two rings are
then converted to two A-P pairs of opposite An, each
attached to its own island on the surface, which can
then move away from each other.

So far, only plane boundaries parallel or perpendic-
ular to the 8 field have been considered. Generaliza-
tions to other orientations or even to curved surfaces
seem to be a nontrivial task, and have not yet been
worked out.

The phase-transfer mechanisms are developed here
mainly for the case when the magnetic and dipole en-
ergies have provided energy barriers near X =0 and m,
so that the situation is analogous to a one-phase super-

fluid which has a condensation energy hil! near f =0.
However, it is actually helpful to apply this line of
thinking even in analyzing the decay of a persistent
current in 'He-A in the absence of an applied field
(assuming that such states are locally stable which
must still be verified, except in the wide-channel
large-current limit, i.e. , when v, W & ) t/2M, which
has already been studied'").

For concreteness let the channel have a slab

geometry of width 8'with a flow in a direction paral-
lel to the walls. Based on our present day knowledge,
at least three regimes must be distinguished: As
shown by the author in a separate paper, ' if we
characterize the flow by a parameter Q, representing
an average phase gradient in the flow direction, then
a critical value g, —W ' exists, such that for g & Q,
the l vector remains anchored normal to the walls.
Applying Eq. (3) to this situation with z axis chosen
perpendicular to the walls, we find X =0 (or 7r) in the
equilibrium or steady states, with S~ + Sz (or S~ —Sz)
the only meaningful phase which becomes ill-defined
when X = m (or 0). Thus the flow is characterized by
one quantum number n„+n, (or n„—n, ), which de-
cays via the motion of a modified version of A (or P)
type of coreless vortex textures only. ' Such a vortex
texture must end on each wall with a boojum, and
the resulting configuration is an Anderson —Toulouse
vortex texture as modified by Mermin, ' studied also
analytically in Ref. 12.

At Q„atextural transition has been predicted to
occur, '4 which should be second order if W )& gD,
and first order if W « (D. Lacking sufficient infor-
mation at the present time for the texture above Q,
in the case of W « gD, we confine our discussion
here to the case W » fD Then f.or Q & g„the I

vector deviates from normal to the walls in a non-
planar fashion, but retains a translational invariance
parallel to the surfaces. Still applying Eq. (3) with z

axis normal to the walls, we now have X W 0 or m

throughout the bulk region in a steady flow state,
Thus the current carrying states must now be charac-
terized by both quantum numbers n and n„but one .

expects that only n, =0 states have a chance of being
locally stable. Assuming that this is the case, which
still needs to be verified, the decay of such n„WO
states must invoke the motion of closely spaced A-P
pairs of vortex-textures (original version, but in a
different background texture) in order to quickly pass
through an unstable ~n, ~

= I state, in each reduction
of ~n„~ by 2. The spacing between an A Ppair-
should now be comparab1e to the lateral dimension of
the individual vortex textures (which is —W), form-
ing a single entity which we might call a bound A-P
pair. A closer look reveals that a bound A-P pair is
nothing but an Anderson —Toulouse vortex texture as
modified by Mermin to incorporate the boundary ef-
fects, but with the distortion due to the current fur-
ther taken into account, as shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. Bound A-P pair as defined in the text is just an
Anderson —Toulouse vortex texture as modified by Mermin
to incorporate the boundary effects, but with the distortion
due to the current further taken into account. Note the two
lines with I =+ ~ stretching from one surface to the other.
Note also that one such line must end on the two surfaces
(L~) as two boojums.

For Q W & ) I, another regime can exist at proper
conditions, where I spirals around the flow direction
like a helix. ' Since wall effects may be neglected in
this case, it is more useful to apply Eq. (3) with the z

axis chosen along the flow. Then again the current-
carrying states are characterized by two quantum
numbers n and n, ."To discuss the decay of such a
state, we first note that Eq. (3) implies that

V, = ( t/ 2M ) ( '7Si +cos X '7 Sz)
= (h/2ML) (n„—cos60n, )

where Ho is the constant apex angle of the helical tex-
ture, ' and I is the length of the channel along the
flow. Furthermore, 27m, /L is just th—e parameter p
introduced by Fetter, ' properly quantized in a closed
channel. [The minus sign arises from identifying his
(8, @) as our (—X, —Sz).j According to him, p must
be near an optimum value p„t,which is negative
when V, (~ Fetter's w) and costa are positive. This
implies that n and n, cosHO always have opposite
signs, and according to Fig. 3, their decay should be
principally via the P-type vortex texture only (assum-
ing cos80 & 0), although every some time an A-type
vortex texture must be employed to keep p in the vi-

cinity of p„,. (In applying Fig. 3 to this case, the vi-

cinity of the origin should be ignored, since the con-
dition QW &) I will be violated long before that re-
gion is reached. ) Since P here means parallel to the
flow, the helical apex angle is locally reduced to
zero at the axis of a P-type vortex texture, and to
180' at the axis of an A-type vortex texture. In most
cases, the apex angle is not close to 90', so there is
no symmetry between X =0 and X = 180 '. For the
case when cosHO & 0, an A-type vortex texture is ex-
pected to cost considerably more energy to create
than a P-type one. In such a case, therefore, the
current decay is expected to go through stages with

ja. ) A-type:

(b ~ ) p-type:
boo jums

FIG. 6. Singly quantized A- and P-types of vortex tex-
tures in a situation when I N has opposite signs on the two
parallel walls and no magnetic field is applied. These tex-
tures have cylinder symmetry (before they are fit into a

background texture of finite n„and n, ). The I vectors need
not be confined to the radial planes as shown, but are taken
to be so just to give a simple illustration. Note that only
one end of the axis of each texture creates a boojum on one
of the two ~alls.

pauses in between, so as to wait for an 3-type vortex
texture to be created. The case cosHO & 0 may be dis-
cussed similarly, except that the roles played by A

and P types of vortex textures must be interchanged.
There is yet another zero-field case which can be

benefited by applying the present line of analysis. In
a slab geometry before a current is introduced, the
texture can also be locked in a metastable state with I

pointing at opposite directions on the two surfaces.
Then one can again apply Eq. (3) with z axis chosen
riormal to the boundary surfaces, finding X & 0, 7r

throughout the bulk region, so that a current carrying
state with such boundary conditions must be again
characterized by the two quantum numbers n„and
n, . An important difference between this case and
the situation discussed above for Q & Q, is that for
the present case, states with n, ~0 can also be locally
stable. The decay of an (n„,n, ) state must also be via
coreless vortices whose topological classification into
3- and P-types is the same as before, but the appear-
ances of these vortex textures are actually quite dif-
ferent, due to the different boundary conditions they
must now satisfy (cf. Fig. 6). Furthermore, in the
present case the two types of vortex textures will not
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be expected to form "bound A-P pairs" in the sense
discussed before. The two types of vortex textures
should now cost essentially the same amount of ener-

gy for their creation, so the situation is in fact closest
to the finite field case discussed in the earlier part of
this work. In particular, Fig. 3 should also apply here
in suggesting the most likely decay paths for various
initial states.

In conclusion, we point out that the present work
has provided us a new conceptual framework with
which a quantitative theory can be developed for the
decay of persistent currents in dipole-locked 'He-A in

a magnetic field, The theory will have a close analo-

gy with that of vortex flow in superfluid "He or in su-
perconductors, with corresponding roles played by f
versus sinX, 4 versus S~ and S2, singular vortex lines
versus two types of coreless vortex textures, and the
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equations
(or their equivalent) versus the hydrodynamic equa-
tions (plus the effects of the dipole interaction and
the magnetic field). We note that the TDGL equa-
tions must be derived microscopically because the
magnitude of the order parameter f is not a hydro-

dynamic variable. The range of validity of these

equations is therefore usually limited. Such a weak-
ness does not exist for the He-A system considered,
because only hydrodynamic variables are involved
(except possibly near the cores of point boojum
singularities on the surface, which carry negligible
weight in the theory). This is because hydrodynamic
equations can be derived from purely phenomenolog-
ical considerations, such as conservation laws and
symmetry principles, leaving only a finite number of
parameters to be determined by microscopic calcula-
tions, or by appealing to experiments. Such a set of
hydrodynamic equations for 3He-3 has already been
derived previously, " As to the zero-field case, we
believe that the conceptual framework laid in this pa-
per can also serve as a good starting point in con-
structing a quantitative theory for the decay of a per-
sistent current, provided that a clear knowledge of
the steady-state current-carrying states is available,
and suitable adaptations are made (according to the
circumstances) on the various definitions and con-
cepts introduced here, as is exemplified in the previ-
ous four paragraphs.
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